Fact Sheet

DuPont Mobility & Materials
Transforming industries and improving
lives through materials science

Advanced mobility, electrical
and electronics, industrial,
consumer, and renewable
energy...
DuPont Mobility & Materials
delivers safer, smarter, durable,
more efficient, and sustainable
solutions in each of these key
areas where innovation is
essential to help people and
economies thrive.

Electrical & Electronics
Connections for today’s “always on” world
are crucial. Applications developed with
our materials help enable high-speed,
safety, reliability, design flexibility, and
sustainable solutions for next-generation
electrical and electronics components.
•
•
•
•

Connectors
Consumer electronics
Wire and cable
Electrical components

Industrial
Materials science expertise and robust
technical capabilities allow us to develop
customized solutions for industrial
applications and end products that help
enhance automation and improve
productivity, efficiency, and safety. Our
experts provide support from concept to
commercialization.
•
•
•
•

Robotics and industrial automation
Energy and power
Transportation and infrastructure
Material handling

Advanced Mobility

Consumer

Renewable Energy

Answering the demand for electrification,
connectivity, safety, and autonomous
driving, our broad portfolio of proven
solutions and constant innovations for
advanced mobility is meeting the
evolving needs of the industry for today
and tomorrow.

We are accelerating innovation to help
personalize how people interact with their
homes, devices, and businesses to meet
increasing demand for healthier, smarter,
safer, sustainable, and more efficient
solutions for better living.

Good for us. Good for our planet. We have
a growing portfolio of sustainable
solutions that provide end-products for
renewable energy systems that are durable
and reliable with a long service life.

•
•
•
•
•

Automotive electrification
Chassis, interiors, and exteriors
Powertrain and thermal
Body structure and assembly
Brake fluids

•
•
•
•

Consumer goods
Home and office
Sport and recreation
Medical and healthcare

• Photovoltaics
• Solar silicones

Each of these market segments is supported by a robust portfolio of engineered polymers, performance resins, and advanced solutions.

Engineered Polymers

Performance Resins

Advanced Solutions

• Zytel®, Zytel® HTN,
Zytel® specialty nylon
• Crastin® PBT
• Rynite® PET
• Filaments

•
•
•
•

• Adhesives and fluids
• Microcircuit & Component
Materials (MCM)
• Tedlar®
• Solar silicones

Delrin®
Hytrel®
Vamac®
Multibase®

How we work

Facts at-a-glance
5,600 colleagues

5,600

Communicate
We communicate through continuous dialogue with our
customers. By listening to and understanding their needs and
ambitions, we’re able to think innovatively to address current
and future business needs.

Collaborate
Collaborative thinking means working in partnership with our
customers to create and deliver innovative, targeted solutions.
It’s working together, sharing ideas and insights.

38
manufacturing
sites

38
10 global
Innovation and
R&D Centers

10

$$$

$4.0B

7%

$4.0 billion
2020 revenue

4%

n Advanced Mobility

Create
We build cutting-edge solutions and future technology –
creating groundbreaking product applications for our
customers around the globe.

16%

Market
Segments
16%

n Electrical & Electronics
n Industrial
57%

n Consumer
n Renewable Energy

dupont.com/mobility
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